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The Y9 Production – an updated interpretation of:

MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING

In the aftermath of WWII, in rural France, Sir Peter returns from war with the heroic Claude and the joker Benedict among his companions. A masked ball is held to celebrate his victory, and he helps Claude to win the hand of Hero, the beautiful daughter of Leo.

In the week before the wedding, Sir Peter, Leo and the young lovers conspire to trick Benedict and Beatrice, Hero's cousin, into falling in love with each other; they have both sworn never to marry.

Sir John, Sir Peter's brother and opponent in the recent war, is determined to cause trouble. He and his followers Boris and Conrad disrupt Claude's wedding plans – they make it appear as though Hero is having an affair with Boris.

Boris is overheard bragging to Conrad about his evil deed and arrested, but the watchmen Dogberry and Verges are so incompetent that they fail to get Sir Peter to listen to them before the wedding. Claude is devastated by Hero's supposed betrayal and rejects her at the altar, shaming her in front of the whole congregation. Hero is so overcome that she faints. Her family allow Sir Peter and Claude to believe that she is dead, in the hope that her name will soon be cleared.

Beatrice is in a state of shock after the cancelled wedding. Benedict tries to comfort her and admits his love. Beatrice asks him to prove himself by killing Claude for wronging Hero. Benedict agrees and challenges his best friend to a duel.

Meanwhile, Dogberry and Verges interrogate Boris and Conrad, and take their confession to Sir Peter. He decides to make Claude suffer a little longer; he tells Claude that Hero is proved innocent, and to make up for killing her with his slander, he should marry her 'cousin'. Claude agrees to this plan.

The play comes to a joyful conclusion: Claude discovers his new bride is Hero herself and Benedict and Beatrice announce their own marriage. Lastly, it is reported that Sir John has been arrested for his deceit and will be punished.
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if you’re hungry after the performance...

AKASH

Why not try a night out at our recently refurbished restaurant with its air conditioning, leather seating and contemporary Italian design, the perfect place for a meal for two or the family.

Free Home Delivery

to Beddington, Wallington, Purley, Carshalton
For orders over £12.50

Takeaway Menu Available

145 Stafford Road Wallington
Surrey SM6 9BN

Tel: 020
8647 5592
8647 4200
8647 8036
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